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AS MILLIONS head off overseas for their summer holidays,
ABTA is warning holidaymakers to be wary of approaches
from individuals or companies encouraging them to submit
exaggerated or false holiday sickness claims. 
ABTA estimates up to five million people will travel on an

all-inclusive holiday over the summer, and believes they
are particularly at risk of being targeted by unscrupulous
Claims Management Companies about making a claim,
either in person while they are away, via social media or by
a cold call. 
Unwitting holidaymakers may be tempted to make a

claim, unaware that they run the risk of a criminal record,
substantial fine or custodial sentence if they are found to
have submitted a false claim. 
The courts are taking false sickness claims very

seriously; in the last 12 months, a number of

holidaymakers have been found guilty of making fraudulent
claims and have either been ‘fined’ thousands of pounds,
given community service or sent to prison.
Research from ABTA has found that seven in ten (70%)

people don’t realise that making a false claim for holiday
sickness could result in a prison sentence in the UK or
abroad. Just two in five (38%) think people could receive a
fine in the UK or abroad.  
There was a 500% rise in holiday sickness claims

between 2013 and 2016 – yet the number of reports in
resort remained the same, and the increase in claims only
came from British holidaymakers. This has cost the travel
industry millions of pounds and euros in recent years, with
the Mallorcan hoteliers association stating that it cost their
members £42million in one year alone.  
ABTA believes Claims Management Companies (CMCs),

and the firms of solicitors they work with, have driven the
problem of fake sickness claims. Independent research

Malaysia Airlines recently treated a group of travel agents to an exclusive hands-on Malaysian cooking experience. Guests included a
selection of 30 travel partners from London’s leading travel agencies who attended Asian cookery school, School of Wok, in Covent Garden, to
enjoy a culinary experience discovering and cooking traditional Malaysian classics including Rojak Salad, Satay Chicken and Malay Chicken
Curry while engaging in a friendly tournament style competition against each other. Each participant on the winning team won a pair of
hospitality tickets at the Legends Lounge to watch Liverpool FC play at Anfield. Pictured at the ‘cook off’ event are the challenge winners,
from the left: Ben Kelly, Wexas Travel; Sam Lambert, Audley Travel; Levina Pereira, Malaysia Airlines; and Kevin Toby, Holiday Team.
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ABTA warns summer holidaymakers to beware of false sickness claims
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conducted on behalf of ABTA earlier this year found as
many as one in five Brits have been approached about
making a compensation claim for holiday illness. 
The government will introduce a ban on cold calling by

CMCs about sickness claims in April 2019, but until that
date the association is concerned that unscrupulous CMCs
will continue to contact holidaymakers out of the blue and
encourage them to submit an exaggerated or false claim.   

The association’s chief executive, Mark Tanzer, said:
“Anyone making a false sickness claim runs the risk of a
criminal record, substantial fine or a custodial sentence.
Judges are now sending out a very clear message that they
will severely punish anyone found guilty of submitting an
exaggerated or false claim. 
“If you do legitimately fall ill on holiday, contact your rep or
the hotel management who will help you obtain medical
assistance.”

SANDALS RESORTS is offering couples an exclusive culinary-
focused holiday, hosted by rum ambassador, Ian Burrell, and
modern Caribbean chef, Shivi Ramoutar, at Sandals Barbados
from November 17-24. 
This week-long cooking adventure will offer foodies an

exclusive opportunity to learn how to cook authentic Caribbean
cuisine from scratch and take in a local food market to discover
the fresh produce available on the island. 
As well as learning how to cook dishes such as curried

paradise prawns and fried bakes, black bean and mango salsa
or poached papaya with mango coulis and whipped cream,
guests will also be able to try their hand at cocktail making and
pairing some of the Caribbean’s best rum. 
A Rumantic Culinary retreat package costs from £1,875 per

person and includes seven nights’ accommodation, flights from
London for two people, two cooking and rum masterclasses
and a visit to a local distillery and local food market. 
The price also includes Luxury Included (all-inclusive)

accommodation, transfers, a welcome cocktail reception and a
farewell gala dinner. 
To book call 0800-022 3030 or see
sandals.co.uk/specials/romantic

Holiday overspend prediction will
leave Brits in debt research reveals
OVERSPENDING ON summer holidays this year will leave
Brits anxious and in debt once back home, according to
independent research released by CYBG’s digital banking
service ‘B’. 
With the peak summer holiday season now upon us,

Brits could be set to spend an average £1,175 per person
on their getaway this year, and an additional £118 on pre-
holiday purchases (such as sun cream, toiletries and a new
summer wardrobe). 
But when it comes to paying for it all, around half say

they do not save for accommodation costs (47%), flights
(53%) or spending money (48%) – with more than half (57%)
admitting they put their summer holiday on a credit card.
Worryingly, more than a third (37%) might have to cut back
on everyday essentials once they’re back in the UK, while a
fifth (21%) could be preparing for anxious moments when
trying to pay back holiday overspend. 
When asked if they could make savings or cutbacks to

reduce the cost of their holiday, more than half (56%) said
they could. But a quarter admitted there’s no way they
would - either because they don’t care about the cost (“it’s
already on the card”), or they don’t want to make cutbacks
whilst relaxing.
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COLUMBIA BEACH Resort has launched a new activity programme
designed specifically with its teenage guests in mind. Created in
collaboration with Worldwide Kids Co. LTD, the programme will
run throughout the summer months and offer teens the
opportunity to again some holiday independence and make new
friends. Offering everything from adrenaline filled water-based
activities and off-site excursions to culinary masterclasses and
sports-based activities, the programme provides something to suit
all interests and skill levels and is open to teens aged 12-17
years. For details see columbiaresort.com

continued from previous page

Rum-inspired foodie option from Sandals 
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CroisiEurope unveils 2019 itineraries 
CROISIEUROPE HAS launched its new 2019 worldwide
programme featuring 170 itineraries that take place on more
than 50 ships on 39 waterways in 37 countries. 
New for 2019 are a range of European rivers, French canals

by bike, themed cruises and coastal itineraries. 
The company will also be launching a premium ship, the MS

Amalia Rodrigues, on the Douro in Portugal for 2019 - the sixth
premium rated ship to join the fleet.
As examples of itineraries, a three-night Paris cruise

featuring an unusual tour of the French capital including the Île
de la Cité and Notre-Dame de Paris, the Père Lachaise
Cemetery or the Panthéon, Saint-Germain-des-Prés and its
delicacies, plus an optional tour to discover the largest
wholesale food market in the world at the Rungis International
Market leads in at £413 per person.
On a French canals by bike option, a six-night Loire cruise

and bike itinerary round-trip from Paris takes in the secret
bike paths between Nevers and Briare, with cruise-only
prices from £2,488.
Alternatively, guests can opt for a hiking cruise, where a six-

night Seine cruise and hike itinerary ventures from the heart of
Paris to the cliffs in Étretat. It includes guided walks along
some of the best trails in the Seine Valley and cruise-only
prices are from £1,323.
John Fair, the company's UK sales director, said: “Next year

sees us continue to innovate with new itineraries on river,
canal and coast, new theme cruises, new destinations for our
hugely popular biking and hiking cruises and a brand new
premium rated ship on the Douro. 
"In addition, in 2019 we will continue to offer a diverse range

of perennial favourites – such as our beautiful cruises from
Bordeaux on the Garonne, Gironde and Dordogne, all of which
represent great value at a mid-range price point so I’d
encourage our trade partners to contact us to learn more.”
To book or for more information call 020-8328 1281 or visit
croisieurope.co.uk.

travelbulletin.co.uk

New luxury car service offers 10-15%
commission to agents 

LUXURY CAR hire service, Vroomerz, is offering customers
a wide selection of luxury cars across Europe, real-time
availability and door-to-door delivery.
The company brings suppliers across Europe under one

platform to provide customers with a seamless online
booking experience and access to a varied luxury fleet. 
Customers are guaranteed to receive the exact make and

model as selected on the website, and the company offers
live online inventory, meaning real-time quotes and
availability, enabling agents to search for, book and pay to
hire the exact car of their clients’ choosing. 
The company works with travel agents who can earn 

a 10-15% commission for recommending the luxury care
hire service.
For more information or to book visit vroomerz.com

newsbulletin
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MADE MARION…CMV visited Marion Owen Travel in Hull with
flowers for owner Marion and gifts for her and her colleague,
Rosie Hill, to thank them for a string of recent cruise bookings.
These included the maiden voyage of the line’s latest ship,  Vasco
da Gama, in 2019 that amounted to £21,289 plus a round-the-
world booking on Columbus totalling £58,949. Pictured is the
operator’s Karen Delorme (right), with the agency’s Rosie (left)
and Marion. 

NEWS BITES
�  TICKETS TO Arundel Castle’s tenth annual International Jousting
and Medieval Tournament: Champion of Champions Edition, are
now available for purchase. On July 24-29, the Castle grounds in
West Sussex will transform with a tented medieval encampment
for an action-packed living history spectacular, with professional
jousters representing England, Germany, Norway and Poland.

�  HAPAG-LLOYD CRUISES has announced that its third expedition
ship is to be named HANSEATIC spirit. The vessel will launch in the
second quarter of 2021 as the fleet’s first ‘adults-only’ ship.

�  THE GTMC has announced that it has joined BAR UK (Board of
Airline Representatives) as an associate member.

�  THE ISTRIA TOURIST Board has announced a three-year
partnership with FC Bayern Munich. For details see istra.hr/en

�  STAR ALLIANCE has unveiled a new premium lounge experience at
Fiumicino Airport which welcomes eligible First and Business Class
passengers and Star Alliance Gold Card holders.

�  BARRHEAD TRAVEL has announced a continued partnership with
Just a Drop, a charity which brings safe water, sanitation and
hygiene projects to communities around the globe. The company's
fundraising project for 2018 is for the Buwambo project in
Uganda, with the aim of raising £26,000.

ARENA RAIL Holidays reports that it
continues to go from strength to
strength with the launch of its latest
brochure and a packed schedule of
fully-escorted European holidays by
rail for 2019. 

The programme includes three new
summer itineraries showcasing
mountain scenery, historic railways,
capital cities and a chance to cruise
the Danube, alongside new festive
breaks to some of Europe's finest
Christmas markets and snowy
landscapes. 

Also included in the new
programme is a chance to book early
for a trip to the Austrian Alps and the
Oberammergau Passion Play - a once-
in-a-decade spectacle that has been
running for 400 years.

Tim Fleming, the company's sales
and business development manager,
said: "In response to feedback from
clients and agents, we're delighted to
have expanded our programme for
next year to offer an exciting mix of
short breaks, resort-based itineraries,
multi-centre trips and more tour and
cruise combinations. We are really
grateful to all our agent partners for

their ongoing support and are very
pleased to have welcomed more on
board in recent weeks. We are looking
forward to a busy year ahead and will
be announcing in due course details of
opportunities for agents to sample our
product first hand."

New tours for next year include a
six-day Alpine Rail Discovery through
Austria, Switzerland, France and
Germany that explores alpine vistas
and historic cities. With five nights’
accommodation in the medieval city of
Feldkirch, Austria, the itinerary
features trips to the surrounding
towns, journeys through spectacular
Swiss scenery, visits to Liechtenstein
and fairy-tale castles in Germany.
There are also opportunities to sample
local cheeses and liquors, plus
excursions on the Appenzell Railway,
the famous Rhaetic Railway and the
Wälderbähnle Train. The tour departs
in May and June 2019 and costs from
£1,049 per person.

Alternatively, an 11-day Prague,
Budapest & Danube River Cruise
offers the chance to get to the heart of
two of Europe’s grand imperial
capitals, before taking to the Danube

and setting sail to
two further
capitals. Guests
will visit ‘the
Pearl of the
Danube',
Budapest, and
the ‘City of a
Hundred
Spires’,
Prague, then
travel on the
four-star MS
Serenity on a
five-night river cruise
which visits two more capitals -
Bratislava and Vienna. The tour
departs on June 16, 2019 and costs
from £1,895 per person.

Prices are based on two adults
sharing accommodation in three- and
four-star hotels throughout, including
daily breakfast, return travel from
London St Pancras by Eurostar;
onward rail connections; excursions
and the services of a tour
manager/director throughout. 
For more information see
arenarailholidays.co.uk or call 01858-
435644.

Arena Rail Holidays predicts busy 2019 season following new programme launch 
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MOVERS
�  TRANSUN HAS appointed Dino Toouli to the newly created
position of head of trade relations. 

�  fLYBMI HAS appointed Craig Musson as sales manager UK.

�  OMAN AIR has appointed Nick Beauchamp as sales
executive and Kamani Hewagama as office coordinator. 

�  SEABOURN HAS promoted veteran expedition leader Robin
West to vice president, expedition operations & planning, to
oversee and continue development of the line’s expedition-
oriented product in destinations around the world.

�  NORTH AMERICA Travel Service has appointed Vivienne
Shenkin as field sales exec for Scotland and Andy Chaplin as
field sales exec for the south of England. 

�  FIONA JEFFERY OBE has been appointed new chair of the
African Travel & Tourism Association (Atta), succeeding
former chair Julian Edmunds.

�  CARLSON WAGONLIT Travel has appointed Rachel O’Brien
as its new VP and chief technology transformation officer. 

Jet Airways introduces Boeing 737 Max 8
JET AIRWAYS has announced the induction of its first
Boeing 737 MAX into its fleet. 
The aircraft has been specially designed to deliver

reliability with a fuel efficiency of up to 15% that translates
into a lower seat per mile cost as well as an extended
range. The output is delivered by a combination of
structural enhancements that comprise several
aerodynamic improvements including, revolutionary
Advanced Technology (AT) Winglets that smoothen airflow,
helping reduce drag and increasing efficiency by nearly 2%.
Performance is further optimised with a new and unique

CFM LEAP-1B engine that incorporates leading-edge
technologies such as a large 69-inch fan with fewer blades.
The ultra-light fan blades made from carbon fiber
composites, together with the use of chevrons at the rear of
the engine cowling complement the aircraft’s efficiency,
lower weight and drag and reduce its noise footprint by as
much as 40%. The unique engine design requires less
maintenance and suits the MAXs lower operating weight as
well as its need for less thrust than competitors, adding to
its distinctiveness.
The carrier's chief executive officer, Vinay Dube, said:

“The arrival of the 737 MAX is a proud moment that marks
the start of an exciting new chapter for Jet Airways and
Indian aviation. The 737 MAX is a critical part of our
strategy and is equipped to offer our guests the hospitality
and travel experience they deserve. The induction of the
fuel efficient 737 MAX will also enable us to meet our
strategic ambitions of growth, enhance our operational
reliability and reduce costs.”
The new aircraft will offer a standard two-class

configuration comprising 12 Premiere and 162 seats in
Economy, complete with JetScreen - the airline’s in-flight
entertainment system that offers more than 330 hours of
the latest entertainment on personal devices. Guests can
relax and enjoy their favourite programming from among
Hollywood, Bollywood and regional movies, TV shows,
games and music.
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New Caribbean & Mexico launch from
Funway Holidays offers new product
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS’ latest Caribbean & Mexico brochure
has now launched with a wealth of new product and 
holiday offers. 

The portfolio expansion comes on the back of an
encouraging year for the company with a 10% increase in
bookings in both destinations year-on-year. 

Malcolm Davies, the operator’s product destination
manager, said: “It’s been an exceptional year for us hence
the reason why we have greatly expanded our new brochure
by a third as well as adding new destinations to provide an
even greater choice for customers, especially repeat
travellers to the Caribbean.

“With our range of brochured and non-brochured
Caribbean product, we offer one of the widest and most
comprehensive range of product across the Caribbean for
UK travel agents to book and earn valuable commission
and their Funway Moneycard rewards.”

Introduced in the 212-page brochure for the first time are
the Cayman Islands, Bermuda, the Bahamas Out Islands
and Bequia Island in the Grenadines, in addition to 34 
new hotels. The brochure is valid for departures up to
December 31, 2019.

Lead-in prices for a seven-night Caribbean holiday
including Gatwick flights with Virgin Atlantic start from
£699 per person, staying at the Halcyon Palm in Barbados
and based on two sharing for a September 24 departure. 
Go to funway4agents.co.uk for more information. 

PICTURED MARKING the launch of the new Funway brochure are,
from the left the company’s Craig Liddle, Mags Michalik, Hannah
Zajac and Sam Orbell.

I'm at my second home - Crete! On the way out,we used ‘Meet & Greet’ at LBA and it was brilliant
- easy and fast and friendly. I flew with Jet2 again

and used Fastrack through customs which was nice
and easy - that's how I like to go through an airport!
Arrived at the John and Mary Apts in Gouves to a

lovely welcome from Nikki and Michaelis - and not
forgetting Molly their 11-year old German Shepherd
who was pleased to see us.
My case is always half full of cat food for Maureen

who volunteers for the Greek Cat Welfare and she
was the one who got Tiger (the cat I brought back
three years in September) his papers etc. I had also
promised another lady I was friends with on
Facebook some kitten food. I had assumed that she
lived near Gouves but she was over three hours
away! Then I realised I had left my driving licence at
home so couldn't hire a car; so began my adventure
to get to Sitia. Eventually I got the coach – which I
found brilliant; they have air-con and a loo. I really
enjoyed the experience as; even though I love
driving abroad you don't see much except the road in
front. On a coach there is a lot of lovely scenery and
villages you wouldn't get to see. Anyone wanting to
use the buses should know that it is so simple - and
the times are at the bus stops, so do try going on a
little adventure. Plus it’s not expensive – mine was
14 euros for a 3hr journey in comfort.
'Health is the greatest gift, contentment the

greatest wealth, faithfulness the best relationship '
and 'My mission in life is not merely to survive but to
thrive and to do so with some passion, some
compassion, some humour and some style’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Danube solo options from Shearings 
SHEARINGS HOLIDAYS is offering three river cruises on the
Danube in August, with no single cabin supplements.
Sailing on MS Serenade 2, agents can now take advantage
of savings on three different itineraries. 

Ideal for customers who like to travel alone, or those
who like to travel with a friend but prefer the comfort of
their own cabin, the cruises are available from various pick
up points around the UK.          

Single cabin supplements have been removed on
‘Flavours of the Danube’, departung on August 7 for ten
days by coach, with prices from £999 per person; a ten-day
‘Beautiful Blue Danube’, departing on August 14 by coach
from £999; and a 12-day ‘Danube Symphony’, departing on
August 19, with prices from £1,199. 
To book or for further information call 0344-874 8220 or see
shearingsagent.com 

Normanton...
Notes from
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TRAIN TO GAIN...To celebrate the launch of its newtraining website, Newmarket is giving away monthly prizes.Pictured is last month’s winner of a luxury hamper, DeanBartlett (left) of Midcounties Coop Travel, Gloucesterwith the operator's head of trade sales, Richard Forde.

Agent
competition

AGENTS CAN win a £4,000 Titan
holiday voucher by sharing their

perfect travel moment on Facebook
TitanagentsUK or Twitter
@TitanagentsUK with the
#Titanperfectmoments. The

competition ends on August 31 and
ten runners-up will receive an

instant Polaroid camera. 

agentbulletin

AGENT TRAINING
�  This monTh, all bookings on Virgin
Delta with scheduled flight
specialist Faremine, will
automatically be entered into a prize
draw to win two free tickets on
Virgin Atlantic. All bookings will
also earn up to £30 in Love2shop
vouchers. For details see
faremine.com/promotions

�  AgenTs cAn win a place on a fam trip
to the Deep south from november 14-22
with Premier holidays when they make
a booking to the destination this
month. Agents should email their
booking reference, name and ABTA
number to
deepsouthfam@premierholidays.co.uk

�  To ceLeBrATe the summer of marvel
super heroes, Attraction World is
giving one lucky agent the chance to
visit Disneyland Paris with a
friend/partner with three-day park
tickets and two nights' on-site
accommodation. Ten ViP goodie bags
are also being given away. For the
chance to win, agents should send
their bookings made during this month
to ilovedisney@attractionworld.com 

�  iF onLy…is encouraging agents to book
emirates Premium class cabins for
their clients this summer with a
monthly prize draw for luxurious
travel related gifts. every month,
the operator offers a prize draw to
win Apple AirPods. Then on september
17, all emirates First or Business
class bookings made between June 15
and september 15 will be put back
into the draw for the grand finale
prize - £1,000 to spend on a designer
handbag or luxurious luggage.

�  AgenTs Are being given the
opportunity to win a one week stay at
the st raphael resort in cyprus.For
the chance to win, agents should make
three bookings at the resort by
september 30 and email these to
sandra Bruce at sandra@sandybeach.cc
The incentive is open to new bookings
only and holidays are to be taken
between october 1 and november 30,
2018 or in April 2019. see
raphael.com.cy for more details.
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THOMAS COOK Airlines is
adding Easter 2019 flights
from Bristol airport, meaning
that thousands of people can
head to Europe for some
spring sunshine. 
With ten additional flights

a week from April 3, 2019
until the end of the month,
the carrier has added more
than 12,000 seats to
destinations including Turkey,
Tunisia, Egypt, Gran Canaria,

Lanzarote and Mallorca. 
Fight-only prices lead in at

£168.99 to Turkey and
package holidays start from
£2,035 for a family of four
(£508 per person), staying at
the five-star SENTIDO
Perissia in Side, Turkey on an
all-inclusive basis, departing
from Bristol on April 8. 
The airline’s commercial

director, Henry Sunley, said:
“This is a bigger Easter

programme from Bristol
than ever before, with our
season traditionally ramping
up from May 1. It’s great to
be able to reward our
customers who fly with us
from Bristol Airport with
even more choice and we
look forward to adding more
destinations from Bristol in
the near future.” 
Tickets are now on sale at
thomascookairlines.com   

Travel 2 puts faith in luxury cruising with expansion plan
TRAVEL 2 has pledged to step up activity in luxury cruising after enjoying significant growth
in the sector over the last 12 months.
Year-on-year business for the top-end cruise lines has leapt a staggering 342% as

agents have embraced the trade-only specialist’s Cruise Plus by Travel 2 offering.
In December this year the operator will launch its first dedicated Luxury Cruising

brochure, which aims to cement its position in the market in advance of a wealth of new ship
launches by 2021. The programme will also include river cruise and expedition products.
Additionally, Cruise Plus by Travel 2 plans to increase training activity around luxury

cruising so agents see it as a viable alternative to five-star land-based holidays.
Mark Henderson, specialist product manager for the company, said: “The revenue

growth we have seen in the luxury cruise segment has been phenomenal and this proves
there is a real appetite among consumers to experience what these remarkable ships offer.
The recent CLIA Conference in Southampton revealed capacity in the luxury cruise sector
is set to rise 18% by 2021. Cruise Lines such as Silversea, Regent Seven Seas Cruises,
Crystal Cruises and Seabourn all have launches in the pipeline and there are new ‘ultra-
luxury’ entrants coming such as Ritz Carlton Yacht Collection and Scenic Eclipse II, so it is
a very exciting market to be involved in.”
Agents making Cruise Plus by Travel 2 bookings qualify for T2 Rewards and the operator

is promising further targeted incentives around cruise in the future. Much of the current
growth for luxury has been on European and Southeast Asian sailings and the operator is
keen to highlight the worldwide options available for agents to sell.
Henderson said: “Luxury lines typically offer smaller ships with a higher staff to guest

ratio, so clients get the benefit of exemplary service, five-star facilities and the chance to
visit multiple destinations. These cruise lines are really raising the bar and we are working
hard to boost the breadth of our offering in readiness for the new brochure.”

travelbulletin.co.ukJuly 20 201810
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GREECE IS THE WORD…Sandra Bruce from SandyBeach International took a group of agents on a fam
to Halkidiki and the south west of Kassandra, to enjoy a stay at Nefeli Villas & Suites. Part of ERMIA
Hotels & Resorts, Nefeli offers a beachside collection of villas, suites and bungalows set against a
backdrop of rolling hills. Agents had the chance to visit some of ERMIA's additional luxurious
accommodation on Kassandra and also took part in a range of activities including a bee keeping
experience and a picnic at an olive grove. Pictured clockwise from the bottom left are: Jenny Jackson,
Luxury Travel Gurus; ERMIA Hotels & Resorts’ Chrissa Maroglou; Sandra Bruce, SandyBeach
International; Konstantina Papounidou, ERMIA Hotels; Raj Patel, MM Travel; Darrel Toakley, Darrel
James Travel; and Nigel Dean, Nigel Dean Travel. For details see ermiaresorts.com  

Busabout unveils USA &
Canada programme 

BUSABOUT, WHICH works
with independent travel
agents, has launched its
inaugural USA & Canada
programme, bringing its
freestyle form of travel to
North America for the first
time in 2019. 
Clients can choose from

two main travel styles – a
pass on the ‘Hop-on, Hop-off’
network to create their own
adventure, or choose a
guided adventure with plenty
of inclusions along the way. 
With Hop-on Hop-off,

travellers have the freedom
to design their own West
Coast holiday itinerary
using the company’s unique
coach network. Travellers
can choose where they go,
how long they stay and in
what accommodation, plus
meet likeminded travellers
along the way. The company
has one recommended
accommodation provider at
each stop and access to
hundreds of others. For
complete freedom, clients
can book their own
accommodation and change
their coach departures with
24 hours’ notice at no extra
cost.
As an example, a new

West Coast Hop-on Hop-off
Pass, which leads in at £439
per person, gives clients
access to eight destinations,
including stops in San
Francisco, LA, Las Vegas and
South Lake Tahoe. Clients
can also add visits to popular
cities Santa Barbara and San
Diego, or connect with nature
at Yosemite National Park
and Mammoth Lakes, which
are optional stops.
Meanwhile, the guided
adventures offer hand-
crafted trips exploring
different parts of the US and
Canada. The USA & Canada
2019 programme features 11
Adventures with prices from
£539 per person for the
three-day West National
Parks Adventure. 
See busabout.com

Thomas Cook Airlines adds 12,000 Easter seats from Bristol
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Where Am I?

Nicknamed ‘the Garden Isle’ thanks to tropical
rainforest covering much of its surface and with
its dramatic cliffs and pinnacles of Na Pali Coast,
this Pacific island served as the backdrop to the

Jurassic Park series.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, July 26th. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 29th June is Jo Preston, Travel Management

Division in Hampshire.

June 29 Solution: A=8    B=3    C=1    D=7

Number: 028

Across 
1. Family-friendly P&O cruise ship (5)
3. Lively resort on Corfu's southern tip (5)
5. Hotel brand, part of Accor (7)
7. Popular Greek island destination (6)
8. Currency of Thailand (4)
10. Exclusive Austrian ski resort (4)
12. Capital of the Gambia (6)
15. Comedian, ___ McIntyre (7)
16. Cornwall's only city (5)
17. County home of Colchester Castle (5)

Down 
1. Country setting for BBC's Picnic at Hanging

Rock (9)
2. A statue of this king is found in Winchester

(6)
3. Well-known Bali beach resort (4)
4. Operator, James ___ Holidays (5)
5. San Francisco International airport code (3)
6. Girl band currently touring the UK (6,3)
9. Capital of Zimbabwe (6)
11. Aka Wales (5)
13. Japanese airline (3)
14. Sounds like a repeat before Foxtrot (4)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 24

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

02
8

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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GET THE SHOW ON THE ROAD…The VBRATA Brazilian Road Show visited three major UK cities this year - Brighton, Manchester and
Bristol. This year’s edition included the participation of key travel partners, including The Brazilian Tourist Board (EMBRATUR), Ceará
State Tourism Agency, LATAM Airlines, TAP Portugal, Azul Airlines, Yoo Hotels and Journey Latin America, and was deemed a great
success, with more than 200 travel agents attending across the three events. Pictured at the London event ready to meet agents are, from
the left: Bruno Moreno, LATAM Airlines; Alex Magula, Ceara Tourism Agency; Lilas Nascimento, Brazilian Tourist Board; Peter Foster,
Those Travel Guys and Eduardo Patta, LATAM Airlines. For details see vbrata.org.uk  

travelbulletin.co.ukJuly 20 201812

THE NAUGHTY FORTIES...Titan celebrated its 40th anniversary earlier this month. Pictured is the
team at Ghyll Manor Hotel in Rusper, West Sussex .

Debut online catalogue for the trade from Visit Sweden 
VISIT SWEDEN has launched its first online catalogue for tour operators, travel agents and
OTAs, offering access to a wide range of Swedish travel products from one online source.
The catalogue provides users with 24/7 access to the latest updates and information

from Sweden’s top destinations, hotels, activities, museums and more. 
Products can be searched easily and by region, season or type of activity, delivering a full

product description along with practical information in six different languages. Currently, it
contains more than 600 tourist products from ten destinations around Sweden, with new
products and destinations being added almost every day.
Information is shared in both an online and pdf format containing descriptions and

images, as well as opening hours and booking guidelines, with the option to download,
share or copy a link to a product or destination. Users can also opt in to receive email
notifications, providing regular destination updates. 
For details see traveltrade.visitsweden.com   

New TravelApp for agents
MYTRAVELAPP has
launched for agents, offering
a customer facing app that is
beneficial to both the client
and the travel agent. 
Customers benefit from

having all their holiday
documentation in one,
secure place on their mobile
phone, and the travel agent
saves time and money;
typically saving up to £4 for
every £1 spent on by
eliminating postage, printing
and valuable admin time
from their business.
Also, agents can promote

their latest offer by instantly
pushing notifications out to
all or a specific group of
clients and increase
ancillary sales without tying
up desk or sales agent time.
The app has been

designed and built by Mark
Delaney of TravelCircle in
Lancashire in partnership
with digital agency,
HardyFinch Ltd.
Mark Delaney, MD of

TravelCircle and founder of
MyTravelApp, said: “We’ve
used MyTravelApp in our
business now for over 16
months and we’ve found it to
be reliable, well received by
clients and most importantly
a massive cost saver. It’s
really simple to use and it
has been really well received
by not only our clients, but
also from our staff."
For more information visit
https://mytravelapp.uk or
call 07540-633780 to
arrange a free demo.

newsbulletin
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Industry
Insight by...

Mike Richardson, commercial director at Elite Travel
Group, looks at how his two passions - travel and
football - have developed over the years...

e l i t e
TRAVEL GROUP
e l i t e

My two passions in life are
travel and football. I was
thinking how each had

developed over the years.
As it’s World Cup year, I’ll share

my thoughts about football first.
Long ago I used to stand on the
terraces supporting my football
team, Derby County. I don’t
remember many footballers diving
for penalties or pretending to be hit
in the face when jumping to head a
ball or crowding round the referee
trying to get him to change his
mind. However, I am convinced that
the use of the latest technological
advance, the VAR system has
settled many penalty, offside or
handling disputes in the World Cup
matches this June/July. With it
Maradona wouldn’t have scored
using his hand in 1986. 
No VAR is needed in travel, but

how technology has played its part
in the last 30 years.
I entered travel in 1983. Early in

my travel career, I made the wise
decision to join the then Midland
Consortium, Midconsort, now re-
named and known as the Elite
Travel Group. The commissions

negotiated enabled my business to
ride out the storm of discounting in
the 80s and 90s. More importantly,
by embracing travel technology
systems we were able to match the
search speeds and efficiencies of
the multiples without having their
huge overheads. One could argue
that independent agencies have
fared much better than the
multiples despite years of
propaganda that High Street agents
would be wiped out.
So, a quick hop to the 21st

century and we find the number of
online agencies has increased and
have certainly attracted younger
more technically savvy travellers.
Low cost carriers have made it
easy for online bookings to be
made. Airbnb continues to grow
and, like Uber, is virtually
unregulated.
On the sales side one of the

quickest growth businesses gives
hitherto non-travel people the
chance to be a successful
homeworker or even have their
own agency. They are now given all
the help and advice needed to run a
business; all they require is

entrepreneurial skill, plus the
ability to learn and experience their
product and give exceptional
service. That slightly mirrors my
entrance into travel as I started out
as an electrical engineer working in
the tendering department for
Hawker Siddeley, selling power
stations to the Middle East.
Good luck to all you

independents and miniples, from
whatever background you have
come from; if you haven’t done so
already, join a consortium or
organisation that best suits your
needs, follow good practice, try to
stay one step ahead using
technology and use lots of 
common sense.
Did you notice I’ve not mentioned

the possible effects of Brexit,
Heathrow expansion plans, new
Package Travel Regulations or the
continuing acquisition of well-
known travel businesses by Private
Equity firms?

Finally let me play devil’s
advocate:-
• Are there too many roadshows?
• Are there too many Awards
nights?
• Are there too many experts
telling us what we should do in
our business?
• Is BA doing its best to reduce 
the number of people booking
with it?

Perhaps we’ll address 
those issues and more on another
occasion...

"If you haven’t done so already, join a
consortium or organisation that best suits your
needs, follow good practice, try to stay one
step ahead using technology and use lots of
common sense."

bulletinbriefing
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PRIMERA AIR has announced its London Stansted Airport winter schedule with transatlantic flights to New
York, Toronto and Washington DC commencing from October 31 – fully operated by its new fleet, Airbus
A321neo. Following its spring UK launch, the low-cost long-haul Nordic airline has reported high demand
across its transatlantic flights with the Stansted – New York route proving particularly popular. In response
to this, the airline will continue its daily flights to New York with the winter schedule also seeing three
flights per week to Toronto and four flights per week for the anticipated Washington DC route which
commences on August 22. Primera’s seasonal London Stansted – Boston route will make its return to the
schedule in early 2019. Visit primeraair.co.uk

Emirates completes second Boeing 777-200LR aircraft reconfiguration
EMIRATES HAS successfully completed the reconfiguration of the second Boeing 777-200LR aircraft in its fleet. 
The conversion of the aircraft from three to two cabin classes was executed in-house at the Emirates Engineering

hangars in Dubai. The reconfigured aircraft features new, wider Business class seats in a 2-2-2 format, a new social
area in business class, and a fully refreshed Economy class.
The airline’s first reconfigured Boeing 777-200LR aircraft took to the skies in March earlier this year and the eight

remaining Boeing 777-200LR aircraft in its fleet will be progressively reconfigured by mid-2019. They will be deployed to a
number of cities on the airline’s global network, including Santiago, Chile – the airline’s latest destination in South America. 

airtravel

AS PART of Qantas’ ongoing research into ultra-long haul flying, the airline has put a survey to
its 12,000 Frequent Flyers requesting their opinions on a range of “the sky is the limit” concepts
they’d like to see on board.
A stretch and exercise zone, communal bars, dining or self-service café, crèche, work and

study areas and the conversion of a number of lavatories into more spacious ‘change and
refresh’ stations are just some of the ideas being floated in the survey.
Earlier this year the airline launched its new Perth-London direct service and, in an

announcement in August last year, challenged aircraft manufacturers Boeing and Airbus to
extend the flying range of the next generation of aircraft to fly nonstop from the east coast of
Australia direct to London and New York by 2022. These new aircraft will open up a world of
direct flight possibilities for passengers flying with the airline which will be able to reduce
their overall travel time by up to four hours, by eliminating a stop-over and flying direct to
their destination. With travellers set to spend up to 22 hours in the air, passenger comfort and
well-being, in-flight entertainment and food and beverage will be key factors in designing the
future on-board experience.
The airline has already engaged with global aircraft seat manufacturers, inviting them to

come up with concepts for next-generation Economy and Premium Economy seats for the
long-haul flights. Qantas CEO Alan Joyce has also spoken about the possibility of converting
the cargo hold into an additional space for passengers, including bunks.
Phil Capps, the airline’s head of customer strategy and product development, said: “The

launch of direct flights from the east coast of Australia to Europe, UK and the US is going to
completely revolutionise air travel and we are keen to do the same thing with the inflight
offering for passengers on board these flights. Our Frequent Flyers are experts when it
comes to spending time in the air so we are keen to tap in to their experience to gauge
appetite for a wide variety of possible innovations.
“It’s still early days and the final cabins may feature some or none of the ideas we’re asking

for feedback on, but we want to have the conversation with our customers to help inform our
planning. What sounds unconventional today may well become tomorrow’s new norm. Some
ideas are more viable than others but our strategy is to find out what the priorities are for a
cross section of travellers.”

Qantas asks frequent flyers to help shape future of flying 

Lime announces NDC
capability with BA 

LIME MANAGEMENT, the
leisure fares distribution
partner of British Airways,
has successful migrated its
online reservations
platform to IATA’s NDC
Shop & Book capability.

The company’s online
flights portal, which
enables tour operators to
self-package with their
own contracted ground
arrangements, now utilises
NDC connectivity for
Inclusive Tour, Seat Only,
Cruise and Published fare
products to the travel
trade. The move to NDC
Shop & Book capability
also enables the company
to offer British Airways’
recently launched direct-
only ‘Short Haul Additional
Price Points’ (SHAPP
fares), to provide some of
the most competitive trade
fares in the market.
Bookings created in Lime’s
online portal are also
exempt from the
Distribution Technology
Charge (DTC) due to its
NDC connectivity.
Visit lime-
management.com to find
out more.  
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AIR TRANSAT has signed an agreement with
AerCap for the long-term lease of seven
new Airbus aircraft: two A321neos and five
A321neo LRs (long-range). 
The next-generation, single-aisle jets, which

will be delivered gradually between 2020 and
2022, will replace the wide-body A330s whose
leases will expire during this period.
Jean- François Lemay, the carrier’s

president, said: “We are continuing our fleet
transformation in order to achieve greater
efficiency and versatility. With their smaller
size, the A321neos will enable us to
implement our air strategy, which involves
increasing our flight frequencies, expanding
our network and strengthening our position
in several markets. The goal: continue to
provide our customers with comfortable
service at the best possible price.”

With 199 seats in a two-class
configuration, the A321neo will be used for
feeder flights and service to the South
(short- and medium-haul) while the long-
range version (A321neo LR) will be deployed
for sun and transatlantic destinations
(medium- and long-haul). These aircraft
will be added to the ten new A321neo LRs,
on lease from AerCap, announced in July
last year, which will gradually be introduced
to the carrier’s fleet starting in spring 2019.
The company’s fleet currently consists of

33 permanent aircraft in a flexible-fleet
model that allows it to deploy more wide-
body aircraft in summer for the high
transatlantic season, and narrow-body
aircraft in winter for the high sun
destinations season. By 2024, it will have
an all-Airbus fleet.

travelbulletin.co.ukJuly 20 201816
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THIS MONTH Ethiopian Airlines celebrated 45 years of operating from the UK. Growing extensively the
airline now operates ten weekly non-stop flights between Heathrow to Addis Ababa using an Airbus
A350 and has announced four times weekly services between Manchester to Addis Ababa commencing
on December 11. Its expanding international network now spans to 110 destinations across five
continents including the largest African network of 54 destinations and last month it took delivery of
its 100th aircraft - a Boeing 787-900. Pictured at the anniversary event is Michael Yohannes (third from
left), the airline’s country manager for the UK, and other members of the management team.

Air Transat signs agreement to lease new Airbus A321neos

Copa sees new routes &
developments for 2018
STARTING THIS month,
Copa Airlines has increased
its services between
Panama City and Curacao
from four-times-weekly to
daily flights. 

The Panamanian airline
originally started its four-
times-weekly service to
Curaçao in 2012 but has
added these non-stop
flights to provide its
passengers with the option
to fly daily to the Caribbean
destination and grow
passenger numbers. The
non-stop flights from
Panama to Curaçao will be
operated by a 96-seat
Embraer 190. 

In other news, the
Panama City-based airline
is expecting to start service
out of Tocumen
International Airport’s new
Terminal 2 in November and
be “fully operational” in the
new facility by mid-2019,
according to the airline’s
CEO Pedro Heilbron. In
terms of other new
connections, for the second
half of this year, the airline
is planning to expand its
Brazilian network by
scheduling a service launch
to Fortaleza and Salvador da
Bahia and for mid-
December plans to launch a
new Panama City – Puerto
Vallarta route, operating
twice a week, served by a
Boeing 737-700 aircraft.

Finnair launches door-to-door luggage delivery at Heathrow with AirPortr
FINNAIR HAS launched a new door-
to-door luggage check-in service at
Heathrow to reduce airport waiting
times for customers in 
partnership with airport luggage
innovators, AirPortr.
The bespoke paid-for concierge

service is designed to enhance the
customer experience for the
airline’s London-based travellers,
as part of a three-month trial, and
customers can have their luggage
collected from the doorstep of their
home or hotel to be checked in

directly on their behalf. For those
who have checked in online, baggage
can be collected at their London
location up to a few hours prior to
departure enabling them to head
straight through airport security when
departing for a hassle-free boarding
and a smoother, more enjoyable
journey –next seeing their bags at
their destination airport.
Andrew Fish, the airline’s general

manager for UK & Ireland and
Benelux, said: “As an airline
committed to innovation, we believe

this trial with AirPortr will offer our
customers a smoother and easier
journey, without having to
personally take their luggage to the
airport and spend time queuing at
both check-in and security. We are
confident our frequent flyers and
seasonal leisure travellers will find
this new service a huge benefit and
hope to extend the offering based
on their feedback from the trial.”
The service will be available to book at
finnair.com and through
airportr.com/finnair
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CLIENTS LOOKING for the most luxurious holiday villas at Cyprus’ Aphrodite Hills Resort need look no
further than The Mythos Collection. As the highest category of residence on offer and ideal for the
larger, active family, these sprawling five-bedroom properties offer extra privileges and amenities,
from an eight-court tennis club offering courses for all levels to an 18-hole PGA National golf course
spread throughout the resort. Also offering deluxe food hampers upon arrival, private fully-heated
pools and complimentary breakfast basket every morning as standard, these luxury villas offer scenic
views of the entire resort with guests being treated to sunset panoramas over the Mediterranean Sea.
Rates start from £300 per night on a self-catering basis. Visit aphroditehills.com

Castaways releases
Cyprus ‘mini-brochure’
WITHIN ITS first year of
operating to the
destination, Castaways will
be distributing copies of its
new Cyprus ‘mini-
brochure’ to agents. This
highlights a number of
special offers, many of
which are exclusive to the
operator, including
complimentary half-board,
room upgrades and free
nights. The operator also
now features Aphrodite
Hills’ holiday residences.
Seven nights at The

Annabelle in Paphos, starts
from £1,295 per person in
September, based on two
adults sharing on a half-
board basis. This price
includes return daytime
flights from any region of
the UK and individual
return private transfers. If
clients prefer to drive
themselves from the
airport, car hire can also
be arranged. 
The majority of the

company’s bookings come
through from the trade and
to thank agents for this
ongoing support, at the
start of 2018, the company
increased its minimum
commission level to 12.5%.
Also, in response to agent
feedback the operator has
extended its opening
hours. 
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RECENT RESEARCH from travel search site KAYAK.co.uk has placed Larnaka as fifth in a list of
the top 50 European destinations for Brits in 2018, making it the only Cypriot holiday resort to
make it into the top ten of the list.
The destination is increasingly attracting British holidaymakers thanks to its fine hotels,

improved facilities and infrastructure (which have had millions spent on them to enhance the
area), traditional and colourful festivals, plus the large number of year-round activities on offer
for those looking for more than a ‘fly and flop’ beach holiday. 
Many of Larnaka’s hotels have been renovated and refurbished in recent years, including the

four-star Palm Beach Hotel & Bungalows situated on the town’s outskirts, and it has also seen
a high number of small boutique-style and city hotels open, with resort hotels more prevalent in
other areas of the region, including Pyla, Voroklini, Pervolia and Alaminos. 
Recent hotel openings include Mikes Kanarium, Qbic, and Edem en Suites, plus this year a

cluster of small hotel units will open, along with two higher-end hotels - the Radisson Blu near
Larnaka Port and Lebay in Voroklini (formerly the Lenios Hotel).
The region offers holidaymakers many sporting activities such as cycling, watersports and

diving, as well as the chance to explore historical sites and rural villages, and the chance to take
part in traditional activities such as basket weaving, lace making and cookery.
Divers will soon be able to dive a new artificial reef which will open at the end of this year,

plus a 63m long Greek vessel named ‘Elpida’ will be sunk off the coast of Voroklini (along
Larnaka-Dekeleia Road).The region already attracts both novice and professional divers from
around the world to dive the renowned Zenobia wreck dive, which ranks among the top ten best
wreck dives globally. 
Nature lovers are also well catered for with places such as the Larnaka Salt Lake, the second

largest salt-lake in Cyprus, and Voroklini Lake, both of which make for great places to spot
migrating birds including Flamingos, plus a number of nature and walking trails exploring the
coastline and countryside. A new Gastronomic Route also recently opened where visitors can
tour the mountainous villages with their taste buds, and discover how traditional gastronomic
products are made.
For more information visit larnakaregion.com 

Larnaka proves a big hit with British holidaymakers 
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AS PART of Planet Holidays’ latest ‘Greece & Cyprus’ brochure, the specialist operator has put
forward a selection of newly refurbished hotels in Cyprus that are leading the way in luxury.
There are several new hotels featured, including the four-star Blue Ivy & Suites in Protaras,

which opened earlier this year plus many of the well-established four- and five-star
properties which have been recently upgraded or completely refurbished. This includes the
five-star Park Lane (formerly Le Meridien) which has been transformed and to bring a new
luxury dimension to the island. Opening in March 2019 this hotel is branded as a luxury
collection resort and spa and blends traditional and modern design with high end facilities at
its lush 25 acre beach-side setting. 
Other notable refurbishments are the popular four-star Palm Beach Hotel & Bungalows on

the outskirts of Larnaka and the five-star Columbia Beach Resort in Pissouri Bay. This luxury
all-suite resort now stretches over a beach area of 75,000sq.m and is a member of the Small
Luxury Hotels of the World. 
For holidaymakers looking for something away from the crowds, the four-star Casale

Panayiotis Traditional Village located in the Troodos Mountains is new. This is a collection of
seven beautifully restored houses scattered across the village that contain 41 holiday studios
and suites. The village is home to small restaurants and businesses that showcase the local
way of life, plus Myrianthousa Spa & Wellness Centre.
For further information call 01438-841270 or go to planet-holidays.co.uk 

cyprus
Cobalt Air unveils
special fares for

students
WITH THE summer season
now in full swing, Cobalt
Air has sun, sea and
student promotions firmly
on its agenda, offering
students a free 25kg
baggage allowance across
all routes on its network.
The promotion is currently
only available through
travel agents connected to
the Global Distribution
Systems (GDSs) and via the
Cypriot carrier’s call
centre, demonstrating the
airline’s continued support
to the trade. 
The offer is open to

students aged 17-26 years
old and applies to one
piece of baggage only.
Those who are eligible for
the fare will simply need to
present a valid student ID
card when checking-in for
their flight.
With its home base in

Larnaca, the airline has a
network covering over 20
destinations around
Europe and the Middle
East. Those travelling from
the UK to the
Mediterranean island can
chose to take off from four
airports across the
country, including
Heathrow, Gatwick,
Stansted and Manchester,
with fares from £62.

COLUMBIA BEACH Resort has
introduced a sharing concept at its
speciality seafood restaurant Cape
Aspro, with a new menu dedicated to
offering guests seafood-centric sharing
platters. 
This new menu provides a more

relaxed dining option with small but
enticing sharing plates that allow
guests to choose a selection of
delicacies to taste test. Cape Aspro’s
unique sharing plates include Cypriot
inspired dishes such as ‘Ouzo Bites’ as
well as more recognised
Mediterranean classics.
Ioannis Giakoumidis, the resort’s

executive chef, said: “The team and I

work tirelessly to ensure that our
culinary creations are always fresh, fun
and innovative. The new culinary
concept at Cape Aspro is founded in the
traditional tapas style of food sharing
but, of course, with our unique Cypriot
twist. Our goal is always to ensure that
guests’ appetites are satisfied and that
they leave the resort and head home
with a new found love for food.”
Named for the white cliffs that

embrace Pissouri Bay, Cape Aspro
offers al fresco dining and an elevated
position overlooking the bay. The new
sharing menu is available now.
For more resort information visit
columbiaresort.com

Columbia Beach Resort launches new culinary concept at Cape Aspro

Planet Holidays puts focus on luxury in latest brochure

TRAVEL AGENTS are being
given the opportunity to win
a one week stay at the St
Raphael Resort in Cyprus. 
During their holiday they

can experience and enjoy
first hand the resort’s new
Bar Terrace, Vegan Beach
Resto, and it’s Alakati open
air Cyprus theme restaurant

all whilst staying in one of
the five-star property’s
newly renovated rooms.
To be in with a chance of

winning this grand prize,
agents just need to make
three bookings at the resort
by September 30 and email
these to Sandra Bruce on
sandra@sandybeach.cc

The incentive is open to
new bookings only and
holidays are to be taken
between October 1 and
November 30, 2018 or in
April 2019.
Contact Sandra Bruce to
register or visit
raphael.com.cy for more
details.

Win a five-star holiday at the five-star St Raphael Resort 
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TOURIST ARRIVALS are back on the
rise in Egypt; last year the destination
saw an increase of 55% in international
tourism and, from Europe - which
represents approximately 70% of all its
clientele - an increase of 88%, leading
to what the Egyptian Tourist Authority
has termed a “very successful year”.
British holidaymakers continue to make
up a significant proportion of these
visitation figures, with an increase of
38% on 2016 noted, and the Egyptian
Tourist Authority is working to ensure
this upward trend will long continue and
further help facilitate the growing
confidence in the region. 

Amr El-Ezabi, director of UK &
Ireland for the Egyptian Tourist
Authority, said: “The difference between
2017 and this year is that last year we
were pushing all the tour operators for
cooperation, whereas this year we’re
being approached by them; this is very
significant, and we are consistently
speaking about two things in the
strategy that we’ve implemented. We
have the core and essence of our brand
which is ‘Classical Egypt’ and the
flagship of this will be the Nile cruise
and the destination of Luxor. The
second, which is drawing more tourism
from Europe and from the UK, is the
Red Sea with a focus on resort towns
such as Hurghada. Sometimes referred
to as ‘Hurghada and the Bays’ -
encompassing El Gouna, Soma Bay and
Makadi Bay - it sees fantastic
temperatures throughout the year,
making it a great year-round
destination; in December and January
clients can still enjoy the sea and the
sun with a wealth of activities on offer
and excellent hotels. You can easily find
a hotel on the sea and Egypt offers
excellent value for money, something
that is very difficult to compete with all
around the Mediterranean.”

The tourism authority hopes to
realise the same record figures it saw
back in 2010 and climb to 14.8 million
international visitors for the summer
of 2019. To help further simplify travel
to the country, the Egyptian
government recently introduced a new
e-Visa service, whereby citizens from
the UK can now obtain an entry visa
online, as an alternative to
applications upon arrival or through
the Egyptian Consulate prior to travel.
A single-entry tourist visa is priced at
$25, while a multiple entry tourist visa
is priced at $60, with payment
required on a credit or debit card.
Tourist visas granted using the e-visa
system are valid for a maximum of
three months and applications should
be made at least seven days before
departure. Entry requirements on
arrival include a passport valid for at
least eight months, a printout of the e-
visa and a travel itinerary with
accommodation details. (Visit
https://visa2egypt.gov.eg)

Safety remains a high priority for the
Egyptian Tourism Authority. Wading into
the intricate nature of the advice from
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
El-Ezabi commented: “We need to be
very precise about the warnings. The
FCO is not warning against the whole
of Nile Valley and neither the Red Sea -
so we are happy with this. It also
doesn’t advise negatively against
Sharm el Sheikh itself but it doesn't
advise to take a plane to Sharm –
which is something of a paradox. The
ban on flights into Sharm is the only
remaining issue with the FCO but it is
something that we are expecting to be
waived since the city of Sharm is green
on the map of the FCO. Five million
tourists worldwide travelled to Egypt
last year and we didn't have a problem.
These are the solid facts that make us

sure of their safety and that should
make all our visitors sure.”

Accommodating travellers on all
budgets, an additional 200,000 hotel
rooms are currently under construction
country-wide along with internationally
acclaimed brands making their move
into the country with Africa’s first
Waldorf Astoria and Egypt’s first St.
Regis property opening later this year. 

For those seeking culture there are
several new sites offering a glimpse
into Egypt’s past. The recently opened
National Museum of Egyptian
Civilization in Cairo houses a vast
collection of 50,000 artefacts, from
prehistoric times to the present day,
and the highly-anticipated Grand
Egyptian Museum is expected to open
in 2019. Last year egyptologist Dr. Zahi
Hawass stated: “Up until now, we have
found only 30% of our monuments and
70% are still hidden under the sand.”
Recent discoveries from last year
include the excavation of 3,500-year-old
tombs in Luxor, the discovery of a
Middle Kingdom Pyramid in Dahshour
and the earliest evidence of tattoos.

Discussing just how Egypt continues
to endure and remain such a huge
draw for holidaymakers the world over,
El-Ezabi concluded: “There’s one thing
I always say to people before they go to
Egypt; when we tell you will go to visit
the temple of Karnak you will go to visit
a real temple almost in its original
state from 3,000 years ago. If you look
to the statues that were sculpted in the
time of the pyramids (some 4,500 years
ago) you can see something about the
ideal of art that frames a certain
moment in history. Here you are
connected with something beyond the
self and which taps into the origins of
our culture, of our philosophy and
ourselves.”
To find out more go to egypt.travel  

With a resurgence of visitors, a flurry of interest from operators & a
new e-Visa service, Egypt lines itself up for a successful 2019...
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TUCAN TRAVEL has reintroduced Egypt to its holiday portfolio with a new nine-day ‘Egypt Adventure’.
Kicking off in the capital of Cairo, travellers will journey to some of the most iconic sites, including the
famous Great Pyramids and Valley of the Kings for £599 and a local payment of 100 euros. This
includes an arrival transfer, entry to the Pyramids, Sphinx & Saqqara, an overnight felucca sailing
experience with included lunch and dinner, visits to Kom Ombo and Edfu temples, entry to the Valley
of the Kings, a day tour of Cairo, some meals, all tips to local guides and drivers, accommodation in
hotels and overnight train. Visit tucantravel.com

GUESTS JOINING Voyages to Antiquity’s
‘Passage to Ancient Egypt & India’ can
travel to see the Great Pyramid of Giza –
the oldest of the original Seven Wonders of
the Ancient World – and also tick off two of
the New Wonders of the World on a special
Christmas and New Year sailing.

The 37-day cruise begins in Athens, with
guided sightseeing to the ancient sites of
Mycenae and Epidaurus, before sailing to
Egypt to marvel at the Pyramids of Giza,
along with Tutankhamun’s funerary
treasure at Cairo’s Egyptian Museum. After
sailing through the Suez Canal, guests will
then reach Jordan to take in the ancient

Nabatean capital of Petra. Christmas will
be spent at sea with festive celebrations,
before calls in Oman, and on to India to
experience the Golden Triangle and the Taj
Mahal. As with all the company’s sailings, a
line-up of celebrated speakers have been
chosen to bring to life the destinations and
cultures cruised.

Departing on December 6, prices start
from £6,295 per person including flights, 17
shore excursions, gratuities and the guest
speaker programme. 
For more information visit
voyagestoantiquity.com or call 01865-
302550.

Somabay highlights proximity to Egypt’s cultural treasures 
MORE THAN 61,000 Brits travelled to Egypt in the first two months of 2018, an increase of
almost 40% compared to the same period last year, indicative that tourism is returning to
the region. 

Over the course of the next few months, there are a number of events taking place
adding to the appeal of this bucket list destination, and Somabay is promoting itself as the
ideal location for clients looking to stay on the Red Sea Riviera.

On September 20, and an hour’s drive from the five-star resort destination, the second
instalment of the El Gouna Film Festival comes to the Red Sea resort town, bringing
independent film makers from around the globe for eight days of diverse cinematic
showcases. Alternatively, keen historians can use Somabay as a base to immerse
themselves in Egyptian history. The city of Luxor, renowned as the ‘world's greatest open-
air museum’ is a three-hour drive away, making it possible to do day tours and discover
some of Egypt’s biggest treasures. 

Somabay is home to five five-star hotels including the Kempinski Hotel Somabay, The
Sheraton Hotel Soma Bay, The Cascades Golf Resort, Spa and Thalasso, The Robinson
Club Soma Bay and The Breakers Diving and Surfing Lodge. A range of activities are
available across the resort; from kite surfing and diving to a round of golf on the Gary
Player Championship course or a spa experience in the largest Thalasso Spa in Africa. 
For more information visit Somabay.com  

A bucket list Christmas adventure with Voyages to Antiquity

Etihad to introduce
Boeing 787 on 

Cairo route
EFFECTIVE FROM October
28, Etihad Airways will
introduce a 299-seat next-
generation Boeing 787-9
Dreamliner on its daily
mid-morning EY653 /
EY654 schedule from Abu
Dhabi to Cairo.

The airline will operate
four daily services, the
most frequent number of
flights operated by any
UAE airline to the Egyptian
capital, offering a greater
choice and optimised
timings to benefit business
and leisure customers
travelling point-to-point
between the two cities.

Mohammad Al Bulooki,
the carrier’s executive vice
president for commercial,
said: “Etihad Airways has
been serving Cairo since
2004 and is one of the
largest point-to-point
markets on our global
network. In 2017 we
carried almost half a
million guests on our
multiple daily flights to and
from Cairo. The
introduction of the state-
of-the-art 787 Dreamliner
on the popular morning
service from Abu Dhabi
will provide guests with the
latest innovation and
technology, award-winning
cabins, genuine hospitality
and greater choice.”
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The Blue Train changes its journey duration for 2019
IN 2019, South Africa’s iconic Blue Train will be reinventing its classic Pretoria to Cape
Town (or vice-versa) experience from a one-night to a two-night journey. The extension of
this luxury rail experience is expected to bring with it a range of extra benefits on top of a
slower, more relaxing journey to better enjoy the scenery. 

Guests will begin their journey on the same day as their flight lands in SA; the train
departs in the evening at 18:30 from Pretoria and in the late afternoon from Cape Town
at 16:00. It means travellers will no longer have to book a hotel the night before and no
more early morning wake-up calls to make the previous station check-in time of 07:30. 

Trains are to depart and arrive during off-peak hours helping with any possible delays
and both the northbound and southbound services will have a guaranteed and extended
two-and-a-half hour off train excursion in Kimberley at the famous diamond mine’s ‘big
hole’ and museum.

In addition, although the rate will increase by approximately £115 per person, for this,
guests will enjoy around 40 hours of fully-inclusive wining, dining and a butler-service,
compared to the previous 27-30 hours and save on the costs of that extra night in a hotel. 
Visit bluetrain.co.za for further information. 
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RAINBOW TOURS has introduced a new
self-drive tour around the South African
region of KwaZulu-Natal to tie in with the
launch of British Airways’ new direct
service to Durban. As an introductory offer,
the new trip is being offered with a saving
of up to £785 per person for a limited time. 

BA will fly to Durban three times a week
from October 29, offering the only direct
route to the destination from the UK. The
operator’s Africa product manager, Candice
Buchan, said: “Durban is South Africa’s
second largest city and the gateway to a
region rich in culture, historic sights,
adventure activities and epic landscapes.

BA’s direct flight will encourage more Brits
to explore KwaZulu-Natal and this itinerary
is designed to showcase some of its main
highlights on a two-week trip.”

For a limited time, each of the lodges
included on this 12-night trip is offering
three nights for the price of two for those
travelling between October 29 and
December 17, representing a saving of up to
£785 per person. Introductory offer prices
start from £2,695 per person including direct
flights with BA to Durban, accommodation,
car hire and most activities.
Go to rainbowtours.co.uk or call 020-7666
1266 to find out more.

Intrepid explores
Okavango Delta on new

Fly-In Safari
CLIENTS LOOKING to
experience the scenery and
wildlife of the Okavango
Delta can now embark on a
five-day short break retreat,
new to Intrepid for 2018.
Flying over the savannah

to see the Okavango Delta
glittering far below,
travellers will stay at the
edge of the Moremi Game
Reserve and spend
mornings and evenings
tracking game across the
plains or paddling down
the Gomoti River in a
traditional mokoro – made
by digging out the trunk of
a large straight tree. At
dusk, they will retreat to
the camp complete with
views from an elevated bar
overlooking the floodplains
while a personal guide
points out elephants,
giraffe and lions.
Departures begin from

this month and prices start
from £3,670 per person,
including accommodation,
meals, select activities and
transport by boat, mokoro,
plane and 4x4 safari
vehicle. The price excludes
all other flights. 
Visit intrepidtravel.com or
call 0808-274 5111 for
more details. 

2018 IS a momentous year for South Africa, with the Nelson Mandela Centenary marking what would have
been 100 years since his birth. In commemoration, the nation is playing host to a programme of special
initiatives, projects and events. For those wishing to celebrate the global icon’s life and achievements in
South Africa, a free app, Madiba’s Journey, highlights places of major historical significance which help to
tell Mandela’s story. Visit mandela.southafrica.net/map/overview

Rainbow Tours launches new self-drive around KwaZulu-Natal
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Saga offers nine-night taster holiday
SAGA’S AFRICAN ‘Cape, Winelands and the Big Five’
holiday has been designed to provide a taster of all the
excitement South Africa has to offer.

The nine-night itinerary includes a tram tour of the
Franschhoek winelands, four game drives in Pilanesberg
National Park, tours of the Cape peninsula and Cape
Town, a boat trip to Seal Island and a cable car ride up
Table Mountain for views over the bay to Robben Island
and Apostle Mountain.

Guests will stay at the Ivory Tree Lodge hotel, with
most meals provided, and from which game-seeking will
take place to the national park, home to 7,000 animals
including lion, elephant, leopard, rhino, cheetah and wild
dog, as well as abundant bird life.

In the winelands of Somerset West, with their views of
Franschhoek’s mountains, the estates of Rickety Bridge,
Grande Provence, Mont Rochelle, Le Lude, La Bri, La
Bourgogne, Holden Manz and La Couronne can be
toured on a hop-on-hop-off tram.

Another highlight is the funicular ‘Flying Dutchman’
ride to a decommissioned 1850s lighthouse, and there is
also a chance of seeing whales, orcas, great white
sharks, dolphins and penguins, from the shore or during
a boat trip.

A choice of departures are available from January to
October 2019 and there’s also an option to extend the trip
by starting with three nights’ half-board in Cape Town,
and taking a second week at the Blue Marlin resort.
For more details call 0800-056 0464 or visit
saga.co.uk/southafrica

Short on time? A South African
adventure is closer than you think…
CAN TIME-POOR clients still enjoy a whirlwind South
African adventure? Our online editor travelled to
Johannesburg with South African Airways to find out.

Earlier this year, South African Airways introduced a
new Airbus A330-300 on its daily Heathrow to
Johannesburg route complete with a fresh cabin layout;
a smart new look Business Class and an Economy class
that looks to more room and extra comfort for
passengers. Departures fly from Terminal 2 at 19:00 and
with an overnight flight conducive for some quality
shuteye, guests will arrive into O.R. Tambo International
Airport for 07.05.

DAY 1
Sun International’s Maslow Hotel is situated in the heart
of Sandton’s business district and a 30-minute transfer
from the airport. It gives off a relaxed urban vibe with
contemporary design integrating the public spaces with
the tranquil gardens that surround. It’s a great option
from which to book an escorted tour for clients to
explore all the intriguing city sights and to immerse into
the history and culture of the destination with visits to
Soweto, Mandela house and the Apartheid museum all
fascinating, thought provoking and an absolute must!
DAY 2
An early morning checkout will give clients the time to
make the scenic two to three hour trip to Sun City and
then to leisurely enjoy all that this resort has to offer:
from splashing in the Valley of Waves; arcade family fun
at Sun Central; the interactive Hall of Fame for sports
fans; two golf courses; or trying your luck at the Sun
City Casino. A wide selection of accommodation options
are available ranging from the affordable ‘Bush
Bungalows’, family-friendly three-star ‘Cabanas’, central
four-star ‘Soho’, the newly upgraded five-star ‘Cascades’
and five-star ‘The Palace of the Lost City’, which forms
part of Sun International’s Sunlux Collection. The Palace
definitely brings the ‘wow’ factor with its sun filled
courtyards, cascading waterfalls, ornate public spaces
and opulent Crystal Court and a glass of wine sitting on
the lantern lit terrace of the Tusk Bar & Lounge really
makes for a excellent way to end the day. 
DAY 3
Pilanesberg National Park lies on the border of Sun City
so book clients on a game drive for first thing in the
morning – they won’t be disappointed! This is a very
easy ‘Big 5’ safari option with wildlife in abundance
making it a great option for those with younger families:
a tower of giraffes, a crash of black rhino, one inquisitive
lion and an elephant cooling himself in a watering hole,
all were encountered on my drive with Mankwe
Gametrackers. Keep the adventures going in the
afternoon from archery, quad biking and segway tours to
rope adventures at Chimp & Zee or an adrenaline
fuelled zip line. 

On their final day clients can spend the morning relaxing
by the pool before a mid-afternoon transfer back to
Johannesburg. South African Airways has a daily
departure at 20:00 from Tambo International Airport
arriving back into Heathrow for 06:25 the next morning.
One amazing South African adventure packed into a
short break!

southernafrica

FOLLOWING A period of refurbishment, Virgin Limited Edition’s
Ulusaba Private Game Reserve has unveiled a new Safari Suite.
The spacious suite accommodates two guests and comes complete
with a private plunge pool and garden, separate lounge and large
outdoor deck offering views of the Mabrak riverbed, bush and
beyond. Bookings are now open with rates starting from R18,250
per person per night. Ulusaba will also be opening a larger and
newly refurbished Safari Room, for two people. The Safari Suite
and Safari Room can be interconnected and will be available on an
exclusive use basis for up to four people. Exclusive use rates start
from R68,800 per night and include a private game vehicle. All
rates include accommodation, twice daily game drives, all meals
and drinks, high quality wines and champagne, and on hand team
of staff. Visit virginlimitededition.com 
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COLLETTE HAS put together a 12-day ‘Spectacular South Africa’ classic tour which
leads in at £2,404 per person. During their journey, clients will have the chance to
search for the ‘Big 5’ in Kruger National Park, visit the Drakensberg Mountains,
take a cable car ride up Table Mountain and join locals for lunch at a nearby
Shebeen (or house tavern). The tour also has an optional post tour extension to
Victoria Falls with a cruise along the Zambezi River at sunset. Visit gocollette.com

southernafrica
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TLE MIX, 9. HARARE, 11. CYMRU, 13. JAL, 14. ECHO. 

Highlighted Word: VENICE

Where Am I?: Kauai Island in Hawaii
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